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11..  TTyyppee  ooff  tthhrreeaattss  

 

Air to air threats: 

 

a) Semi Active Radar Homing missiles (SARH). Radar guided missiles, fire control radar is on 

aircraft. 

 

b) Active Radar Homing Missiles (ARH). Radar guided missiles, in end (active phase) missiles 

uses its onboard radar. 

 

c) Infra red guided missiles (IR). 

 

d) Internal gun. 

 

Air to air missiles 

AA-1 *a 

AA-2 (R-3Sz) c 

AA-2-2 (R-13M) c 

AA-2C (R-3R) a 

AA-3 (R-98TM) c 

AA-3R (R-98RM) c 

AA-6 (R-40T) c 

AA-6R (R-40R) c 

AA-7 (R-23T) c 

AA-7R (R-23R) c 

AA-8 (R-60) c 

AA-9 (R-33) **b 

AA-10A,C (R-27R,ER) a 

AA-10B,D (R-27E,ET) c 

AA-11 (R-73) c 

AA-12 (R-77) b 

  

AIM-9 (all version) 

Rb-74  = IRL AIM-9L 
c 

AIM-7 (all version) 

Skyflash / Rb-71 
a 

AIM-54A/C b 

AIM-120 (all version) 

Rb-99 
b 

  

R.530D a 

Mica EM b 

Mica IR c 



R.550 Magic II c 

IRIS-T c 

ASRAAM c 

  

PL-2 c 

PL-5C c 

PL-5E c 

PL-8 c 

PL-12 a 

  

Pyhton-3/4 c 

 

* IRL this was a beam riding missile, but this cannot be modeled in game. You never meet in 

Korea this missile, therefore it is not important. 

** IRL this ins ot ARH, but in Falcon modeles as way to model the simultaneous attack capability 

of MiG-31. Because of its PESA type radar it is able to multiple target simultaneously regardless that 

AA-9 missile is SARH guided. 

 

Land or ship based threats: 

 

a) Radar guided surface to air missiles (SAM), system has to perform STT lock to engage the 

target.  In real systems the more common guidance method is radio command guided or 

SARH guided missiles. They are modeled in same way in Falcon. One battery has only one 

search and one fire control radar, there are only two exceptions. Every launchers for  

SA-11/17 systems has onboard fire control radar. 

 

b) Radar guided surface to air missiles (SAM), system do not have to perform STT lock to 

engage the target. IRL these system can engage multiple targets simultaneously, in Falcon 

this is not modeled. If a SAM like this launch a missile your RWR still shows only search, 

method is the same as TWS mode for aircraft radars. 

 

c) Optical guided SAM. SA-2/3 has this guidance option in FF. IRL SA-6 also has this option. 

They main operational mode is radio command guided or SARH. 

 

d) IR guided SAM. MANPAD and SHORAD systems are typically like this, but some SHORAD is 

radar guided. 

 

e) Anti aircraft gun (AAA), radar aiming. 

 

f) Anti aircraft gun (AAA), optical aiming. Machnie guns on vehicles and rifle shots of infantries 

are modeled this way. 

 

 



Land and ship based SAM systems 

SA-2, (HQ-2) a, c 

SA-3 a, c 

SA-4 a 

SA-5 a, * 

SA-6 a 

SA-7 (HN-5A) d 

SA-8, (SA-N-4) a 

SA-9 

(SA-N-9) 
d 

SA-10,(S-300MPU), SA-N-6 b 

SA-11 a,** 

SA-12 a,** 

SA-13 d,*** 

SA-14 d 

SA-15 

(HQ-17) 
a 

SA-16 d 

SA-17 a,** 

SA-18 d 

SA-19 (2S6 Tunguska) a,e 

ZSU-57 f 

ZSU-23-4 e 

S-60 e 

KS-12/19 e 

ZU-23 f 

  

Hawk ADS a 

Nike –Hercuules a 

Patriot b 

K-SAM a 

Mistral d 

Stinger d 

K-200AD f 

SM-2 b 

RIM-7 a 

K-30 BIHO e 

M163 e 

M54 Chapparal d 

 

* Modeling the SA-5 is not accurate. IRL that system has a combined guidance system. Radio 

comnand guided but in terminal phase is SARH guided. In the game you can detect the launch as you 

can do as for SA-2 or SA-3, ect, but in terminal phase missile use onboard radar. IRL missile do not 

have onboard radar, but this is a quite good approach to modeling the combined guidance. 

 

** Because of radars on these launchers one battery can engage multiple targets. You have to 

destroy all launchers in one battery to eliminate the threat. 

 



*** They system has IR guided missiles but radar helps identifing targets and preparing to launch. 

 

It can happen that a naval SAM system have different capabilites than its land based version. 

 

Older MANPAD (SA-7) engegement radius zone is about 1,5 miles in horizontal distance. Max 

engagement altitude is 6000-7000 feet, but as the target speed is bigger and fly higher, the effective 

distance is smaller. Newer has bigger engagement zone. SA-14/16, Mistral, Stinger are good up to 2-

2,5 miles and up to 10-11k feet. SHOARDs are also effective about 10-12k and up to 2-8 miles. 

 

Older missiles are not all-aspect missiles, they can launch targets from the rear hemisphere of 

target. These are for example AIM-9P, AA-2A, AA-8, SA-7, but this is not all. You can launch all-

aspect missiles if target aspect is 01 L/R, but in this case their accuracy is lower, they are more 

vulnerable to flares and lock distance is smaller. 

 

SA-2/3 has optical guidance mode. This type is not to effective and accurate but you can’t get any 

warning on RWR! 

22..  TTyyppeess  ooff  ccoouunntteerraaccttiioonnss  

 

I. Defeating kinematically the missile There is two different way, you can combine them. 

 

1. Escape from the missile. The kinetic enegry (speed) of missile is ’drained’ by drag 

forces. Trying to create a situation where the missie cannot reach you. The basic 

idea is very simple, put the incoming threat on your 6 o’ clock and use full 

afterburner. The key is how you can perform the turn and what is your altitiude and 

initial speed. This will be explained later. This kind of defensive manoeuvre is very 

effective aginst SARH guided air to air missiles, because of your RWR system you get 

instantly information about the launch. The escape manoeuvre can be combined 

with hard vertical turns. The key is the right timing. It will be explained later thorugh 

examples. 

 

2. Doing a hard turn to a right direction in the appropriate moment. You force the 

missile a so hard turn that it cannot perform or it simole loses to many kinetic 

energy and because of loss of speed it cannot reach you. 

 

3. Combination of first two. After the laucnh you turn back and as the missile approach 

you it kinetic energy ’drained’ so hard that you can perform a manoeuvre as was 

mentioned in the upper point. 

 

II. Using you EWS system, defeating of sensors of the incoming threats. Of course, the actionc 

of I. and II. can be combined.  

 

1. Using of electronic jamming, the ECM. On KF-16C/D, F-16C/D HAF on F-16I  jammer 

is integrated. On other F-16 types you  have to carry ALQ-131 or ALQ-184 to have 



this capability. The ECM does not cover the whole airspace. Azimuth coverage is  

+/- 60 degrees for 12 and 6 o’ clok direction either. The elevation coverage is +15 

and -30 degrees. 

 

2. Using chaff of flare. On F-16s and most of 4th generation jets you have EWS 

programs, but on some AF you do not have. One press of ’x’ or ’z’ mans of release 

command to dispensers. On some AC one command means multiple decoy launches. 

For examle on F-15 for one command means launching two chaffs or two falres. On 

Su-25 means four flares. Different kind of missiles of threat of SAM system need 

different  

 

3. Beaming manoeuvre. This is useful against dopper radars.  The main concept is 

shown below on the fiugre. You have to put the fire control or seacrh radar to you 3 

or 9 o’clock.  

 

 

 

If the radial velocty component is enogh small it is more harder to detect to you by a 

doppler radar. Be careful, not all system has doppler radar! Against more advanced 

systems you have to fly more precisely, you have to keep as close the radial velocty 

to 0 as you can.  

 

4. Flying in ground clutter. It is simply, you have to fly lower than your enemy that use 

its radar.  Of course you can combine the beaiming, flying in ground clutter and 

using chaff. It is a very effective way to defeat SARH missiles. 

 

Every aircraft has unique radar cross section (RCS) size. RCS is not constant, it depends on the 

aspect. RCS has maximum if ascpect is 01L/R. RCS has minimum if aspect is 18L/R. 



 

The infra red signal strength is also unique for every aircraft, but it depens also on current RPM. 

Cooling time of engine is modeled, therefore if you set the RPM from maximal afterburner to 85 

your IR signal won’t be smaller instantly. Your ’IR cross section’ using 85 RPM is about half of the 

100 RPM state. Full afterburner means about 1.5 times bigger ’IR’ cross section as 100 RPM. The 

flare effecivness depens the distance from missiles. As missile reach more close as decreases the 

effectiveness of flares. 

 

33..  PPeerrmmoorrmmiinngg  tthhee  ccoonntteerraaccttiioonnss  

 

• a./ Setting EWS , some examples 

 

Against older MANPAD like SA-7 the following setting is quite effective as a preventive usage if 

you do not fly higher RPM than 90-95 and your speed is above 400-450 kts. You have enough time to 

fly outside of the engagement zone of SA-7. 

 

BQ : 8-10 

BI : 0.750 

SQ : 1 

SI: 1 

 

Against SA-14 you can follow two different setting. First is simple. You have to increase to qty. 

and decrease burst interval. Using this setting means that you have higher change to drop enough 

decoy if a missile incoming, but you can’t see  it. 

 

BQ : 12-15 

BI : 0.350 

SQ : 1 

SI: 1 

 

The other approach is the following. The flare usage is more intensive for a short time, but for a 

time you are completely unprotected. If the missile comes the right momen you have bigger 

protection, but in the other case... 

 

BQ : 8 

BI : 0.250 

SQ : 2 

SI: 2 

 

The next is good again more advanced IR missiles, like AA-11 (R-73). Of course this is not a 

preventive usage, you have to use if you detect a launch. 

 

BQ : 12 or more 

BI : 0.150 

SQ : 1 

SI: 1 



For older radar giuded missiles the default ’1’ program is not too effective. Many times you waste 

too many chaff. Against advanced SAMs increase the BQ. 

 

BQ : 2-3  

BI : 0.250 

SQ : 1 

SI: 1 

 

• b./ Evasive manoeuvres 

 

There are three main requirements to do a succesful evasive manoeuvre. 

 

1. Haveing the neccesary speed and thurst. 

2. The speed of incoming missile have to be  appropriate. 

3. The proper timing. 

 

If any of them missing, the attempt likey won’t be successful. The main goal of an evasive 

manoeuvre that replace that pre calculated impact pont, that missie won’t be able to follow you 

after your hard turn. It is important to konw that there are situatuons where trying to defeat a 

missile by doing hard tuns is impossible. 

 

On the following figures I show you some very basic cases for BVR combat and example for 

evasion. The figures are not 100 percently scaled corretcly, because of many variables it is 

impossible to draw them. They show the main concept of missile evasion. 

 

 



The numbers on figures show where are the object in the same moment. The blue color isthe 

path the targetted aircraft, green is the path of missile, red is the path of attacker aircraft. The dash 

line represents the azimith a radar that can search and track targets within +/- 45 degrees but the 

zone can be tilted. The caluclated impact point is the cross. 

 

The example is very degradeted, the following have to be counted: 

 

• The attacker and target is on the same altitude, about 15-18 k feet. 

• The missile in an AA-10A (R-27R), SARH guided missile. 

• The attacked doesn’t do any manoeuvre. 

• Target changes only its heading but not changes altitude. Its speed is counted more or 

less constant. 

  

We can see the following things of figure: 

 

• In the moment of launch the target is in location 1. If the target does not do any action 

missile will hit the target. Obviously this not the case that we want. 

 

• For the second case – more dense dashed line – target does a long turn. Because the target 

do the turn slowly the rocket has enought time to follow it by doing only slight turn with low 

acceleration. Target is reached only the kinetic energi loss will be higher. 

 

• If the target doing a hard turn, and do it instantly can lead to the same result. Because the 

missile is farther to the target is has enough time and kinetic energy to react. This is shows 

that doing only a hard turn is not enough, the right timing is important. 

 

 



In the second figure you can see a good reaction to and SARH attack. After the launch the target 

increase its speed and does a hard turn. This is good becasuse of the following things: 

• The pre-calculated impact pont is reaplaced to a distant point. The missile has to fly to a 

much distant point, it has lass kinetic energi before it reaches the proximity of impact point. 

 

• After the hard turn you can do a beaming manoeuvre and you can use your dispensers. 

During perform the turn you can go into ground clutter! 

If everything goes well on your RWR you can see that your counteraction is successful or not. In 

this case assume that it was not succesful and you runned out from chaff (or you just don’t want to 

use more). In this moment target is in 2. loaction. Missile reacts the turn, it is also does a turn. In this 

moment the target can do another turn and place the missile its on six. This is not shown on figure. If 

you do this it is more harder to achive an engagement position the attacked aircraft later. 

There is no sene to continue beaming. It is also a good ide for the attacked AC to go lower 

altitude. It is good because during the dive the target can increase its speed rapidly and the missile 

also goes to more dense air. It will lose strongy its kinteic energy.  After the acceleratin the 

calculated ipmact point will be in 2, before the acceleration was in ’2. When the attacked AC can’t 

accelarte significantly the speed can be converted to altide, but missile at this moment do not have 

thrust!  

 

If your every action so far was not enoght will come the last opportunity to defeat the missile. 

Now missile likely has quite low speed, you can try the ’crossing’ manoeuvre. 

 



It is hard to describe this turn, you can see it in the uploaded training video. There is one more 

additional thing that should know to understand the ’crossing’ manoeuvre. 

 

On the upper figure you can see a theoretical path of a missile. If an idealized object move on a 

circle curve the acceleration is the following. 
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An aircraft or missle mostly does not fly on an exact circle curve. The key is the radius of 

curvature. You can see on the figure is a missie is forced to a thigter turn it means bigger 

acceleration. Missiles have max. G values. If a missile have to do harder turn than its max. value they 

won’t hit you Your goal is to create a situation like this. Latest generation missile are so high G, that 

it is quite hard to create a situation where they can react their limits. 

 

 


